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New filter media for gas turbine air inlet reduces compressor fouling & improves heat rate !
Fractional Efficiency

Efficiency - %

Less compressor fouling results in higher turbine
output and improved heat rate -- and therefore
more efficient fuel consumption. Our new extra
performance Spider-Web® XP nanofiber
technology reduces blade fouling significantly by
capturing more dust particles in the 0-2µm size
range. Fractional efficiency tests prove it, as the
graph shows.
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Synthetic Media with
new Donaldson Spider-Web® XP
Synthetic Media with Donaldson Spider-Web®
Competitor

In this magnified view of an edge of SpiderWeb® and the substrate media, we can see
how dirt collects on the 'web' at the surface,
instead of penetrating the media where it can
clog media pores and restrict airflow.
Donaldson Spider-Web® has very small pores
(spaces between fibers) that allow air to pass
through even as the media loads with
particulate -- thus keeping ∆P low over the
entire life of the filter.

µm size
Fractional efficiency tests show that on 0.5µ
particles, the initial efficiency of Donaldson Spider-Web®
XP is TWICE that of our regular Spider-Web® ! (26% of
µm-size particles are left to pass through vs only
0.5µ
13%.) And it’s just about THREE TIMES better than
competitive offerings! Stopping more of the dust
µm in size range reduces
particles in the 0 to 2µ
compressor fouling and improves heat rate.
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email filterinfo@mail.donaldson.com
Europe & Middle East, call 32-16-38-3940
32-16-38-3940,
email GTS-europe@mail.donaldson.com
Asia/Pacific, call 65-6311-7373
email gts-asiapacific@donaldson.com.sg
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